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In the process, you will gain a wealthy understanding and appreciation
of Willie s many unique qualities and come to accept that they are all a
part of who he's. The reader enters Willie s globe through Jamie s eye
to witness occasions that unfold at school, at home, and at perform.This
stunning black-and-white photo journal chronicles the partnership
between 11-year-old neurotypical Jamie and her friend Willie who has
autism.
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excellent resource I came across this book center breaking only because
We wish that my child had a Jamie in his lifestyle.! I purchased this
book to be browse to my son's 4th grade class. It is a very sweet book
about 2 close friends, one with autism and one not. They find each
others distinctions, but appreciate them. I was having a hard time
finding a reserve that explains a kid with high-functioning autism, and
I was thrilled when I came across this! Five Stars Perfect for teaching
other kids on the subject of children with autism. Finally! We have 3
children ages 7,5 and 2 1/2. Our 2 1/2 year old was just identified as
having autism and we were having a hard time explaining it to your other
children, mainly our 5 year aged. I have been a kindergarten instructor
for 15 years and had children with special needs in my own class almost
every year, however when it comes to every day family, it was more
challenging to describe. Many books are over his head and just too
wordy. It's among those keepers I want to be perfectly selfish with!"
Read to My Daughter This book was read to my daughters class to greatly
help explain Autism. Perfect! A Must Have for Every School I am a
particular education teacher, and My COMPANION Will is an excellent
story about having close friends with Austism Spectrum Disorder. Gave it
as something special.. As a mother or father of kids with autism the
beauty of the message makes me cry... However, I did so purchase a
second copy for the library. It really is such a robust message that
both kids and adults will see this book endearing. Beautiful Friendship
The story of the friendship that's kindled by these two amazing children
is beautiful and the photography islovely, insightful and fun. There's
valuable additional about Autism and discussing Autism contained in the
book.An ideal book for anyone who is ever asked the query "What is
Autism"?! It's rather a great device for teaching disablity awareness in
classrooms. The reserve also illustrates the importance of creating an
inclusive atmosphere in institutions starting with Integrated Play
Groups. Most of us are happier whenever we have a friend or friends
inside our life yet people with Aspergers Syndrome often move without
this blessing. The black and white photos of Jamie and her friend, Will,
can make you wish you had a friendship like that as a child because you
can see the acceptance and caring they will have for each other. It
explains characteristics of autism in a straightforward way that is
possible for kids and adults to understand. Must be held in your hands
to appreciate This book about the frienship between two children, one
who has autism, person who doesn't, is touching and beautiful. I'm
already thinking ahead to Xmas, it would make a perfect gift, not only
for the parents of childen with autism, and teachers, but for ALL kids.
The message can be in equivalent measure as succesful in conveying what
it is to be a friend because the pictures are. To check out this book in
the catalogue or online doesn't do it justice, but when you possess it
in your hands you will find it is incredibly unique." They have
beautifully demonstrated that "while other friendships go up in smoke,

ours will still be oak, rah da da da da, end up being beepoom baa.. I
want friends just like the 11 12 months old writer, Jamie, for my
children. I'm going to read this publication to my children's
classmates, but I won't loan it out. This reserve finally helped talk
about how our son differs, but still a wonderful, loving child that
people can enjoy just like every various other person in the
world.Perfect! And the fun!!Kristi Sakai, parent of 3 with Asperger
Syndrome and author ofFinding Our Way: Practical Solutions for
Developing a Supportive Home and Community for the Asperger Syndrome
Family Friendship, it's Friendship Jamie, the 11-year-old narrator talks
about being friends with Can, who has autism. These beautiful
photographs will certainly move all readers regardless of age.Jamie
accepts Can unconditionally; he does not have to jump through any hoops
or move any exams with her. I like the way Jamie talks about the fun she
and Will have together; this will hearken to mind Peralta's book about
her brother, Evan.I simply love the inclusion that is so much a part of
the friendship of the two children; I simply love the overall tone of
this book. I also experience educators will receive a lot from it
aswell. Hats off to the book! I am going to inquire my library to order
a copy of the book. As anyone who has an invested interest in autism,
the author deserves particular kudos for portraying autism in a logical,
obvious and straightforward way that promotes tolerance. That is a good
companion reserve to Since We're Close friends: An Autism Picture
BookTheir friendship makes me think about the Cole Porter common,
"Friendship. This is a reserve of inclusion, of acceptance, of loving
each other for who you are as an individual. Well worth the money. She
came house with a better understanding of what a boy in her class
experiences and how he feels.Love this publication! As an extra plus,
the pictures are amazing!
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